Dear Bro. A.E.,
I am an active member and an officer in my local and also the District. I am
also a member of the new organization called "Mandirigma" or "Spiritual
Warriors". I admit that I am one of the worst enemies of the Defenders from the
beginning and I own at least ten (10) Dummy Accounts being used to infiltrate
FB pages and accounts of the defenders to curse you and report you until FB
takes down your accounts from social media. I often visit your Fb accounts and
even your wordpress account, incsilentnomore.wordpress.com to find fault in
them. I admit that in the beginning you made my blood boil from hating you
and what I thought to be your acts of defaming the name of the church and ka
Eduardo. This is why I do not feel ashamed to curse you, and make up
embarrassing photos of you and to smear the reputation of the Defenders.
I thought the defenders were over with because you haven't posted in your
silentmore Wordpress account for a long time. I was surprised when lately you
suddenly started posting again and I told myself that the Mandirigmas will be
busy with your posts again. Honestly, I don't have the same respect for ka
Arnel Tumanan and other ministers who are in social media to attack other
people with harsh words. From reading your articles for the purpose of fault
finding, I thought I would be angry at you even more. Instead, my mind has
been opened. Considering that I was one of the more enthusiastic warriors
against those who contend with the church, reading your articles made me
realize that you were only telling the truth and with your well presented
evidence, I began to ask questions to my friend Mandirigmas from different
Districts. We came to the conclusion that what you say made more sense than
those dummy accounts who answered you, annoy you, and slander you among
the Defenders.
In the end, I saw a different culture in the church. The culture of the ministers
are also different especially the style and character of the leadership of ka
Eduardo compared to the former Executive Minister of the church. Because of
this, I realized that I was on the wrong side of the battle. But I have to admit ka
AE, that I am not yet ready to be expelled and so I cannot yet reveal my true
identity and the Mandirigma who are with me. We just want you and other
defenders to know that not all Mandirigmas are bad and with a closed mind.
Our minds have been opened and we can now see that the things they tell us
and want us to spread are all lies. Many are now questioning especially if the
things they say that defame ka Marc and ka Angel and the family of ka Erdy
true or not. They have many explanations but in the end we notice that none of
it are true and we wonder why they have to tell us lies and make us lie as well.
We are often told to just obey wether our posts are true or not and its ok if we
taunt and hate the Defenders.

We cannot see any decency among Ministers anymore. If you only know which
ministers are behind these Dummy Accounts who are front liners in profanity
and slander against the Defenders, you too would not be able to accept their
presence in the pulpit, speaking the holy words of God and then speaking
expletives online, and invoking us to tell, spread and share lies and filthy
words to the brethren. Is this still holiness? It is sad that this is even permitted
by the Executive Minister himself. Many brethren believe these lies because
they come from the Administration and the Ministers. There is nothing
Christian about what the Mandirigma represents.
I am still afraid to come out as it may not be the right time yet but be assured
that I am not the only one who can see the truth now, there are many of us
and we are growing. Many are angry at Dolly and her companions in the GC
(group chats) as well as at the Ministers since they now think everything that's
been said were only rumors and cannot be supplemented with solid evidence
aside from their continued admonition to just follow and obey. Many are now in
disagreement with Dolly and cannot accept the lies she spreads they now
blame her for shaming the name of the church. Ministers like Ka Armel are a
disgrace for condoning this kind atrocious and perverted behavior just to
destroy the Defenders.
I emailed you an audio recording of the meeting in Max Restaurant held
on June 24, headed by ka Arnel Tumanan, the lead or adviser Minister of the
Mandirigma. He lectured but I don't know if he noticed that everything he said
pertained to no other than the Mandirigma, the ministers and the Executive
Minister. I hope the brethren hear this recording and see how pretentious Ka
Arnel and the Adminsitration are in their display of holiness yet condoning the
Mandirigma. I hope the truth will be revealed. We will continue to observe and
hope that many more Mandirigma will wake up to the truth like us and stop
being instruments of evil and lies. I had the courage to write to you after i read
your last articke about ka Babylyn Manalo who has a big part in the activities
of the Mandirigma in destroying the reputation of the the family of ka Erdy. I
could not believe this at first but I am witness to this. We have someone who
will also email you more about ka Babylyn and how she has manipulated her
husband, ka Eduardo Manalo, and how she has meddled in the affairs of the
church. May the whole world see how she really is. May it not yet be too late.
Thank you po ka AE, long live and may Our Father bless you and all the
Defenders who sacrifice for the sake of the truth. May you continue to be
patient with the brethren who continue to be blinded who may have hope in
opening their hearts and minds, like me and my companions. Thank you very
much po.
Respectfully,
Ka Mandirigma

